INTERNET PLUS CONNECT

CONNECT

SERVICES
- **OCIA**: The T-Systems OCI router is used to establish a faster IPsec connection to the MPLS platform via the Internet.
- Akamai’s overlay technology optimizes and accelerates the IP connection and transfers it to MPLS PoP.
- For sites without MPLS availability and/or higher Internet connection (QoS) requirements.
- Component of hybrid network architecture (cloud networking).

CUSTOMER BENEFITS
- Better Internet performance (latency, packet loss, jitter).
- VPN with a low-cost solution.
- Significant increase in quality, especially over long distances or intercontinental connections.
- High data throughput through drastically reduced packet loss and shorter latency times in data transfer.
- All applications benefit, not only http/https are accelerated.
CLOUD NETWORKING WITH OFFICE CONNECT INTERNET ACCELERATION (OCIA)

Remotely connects sites quickly and securely:

Akamai’s high-performance overlay network is used to accelerate the IPsec encrypted connection to the MPLS platform via the Internet.

Better Internet performance through QoS (latency < 80 ms, packet loss < 0.5%, jitter)